Abstract Fitness effects of mutations depend on environmental parameters. For example, 9 mutations that increase fitness of bacteria at high antibiotic concentration often decrease fitness in 10 the absence of antibiotic, exemplifying a tradeoff between adaptation to environmental extremes.
Introduction

22
Sewall Wright introduced the concept of fitness landscapes in 1932 (Wright, 1932) , and for decades 23 afterwards it persisted chiefly as a metaphor, due to lack of sufficient data. This has changed In the present work, we aim to develop a theory of × × interactions for a specific class of 48 landscapes, with particular focus on applications to antibiotic resistance. The key feature of the 49 landscapes we study is that every mutation comes with a tradeoff between adaptation to the two 50 extremes of an environmental parameter. For example, it has been known for some time that 51 antibiotic resistance often comes with a fitness cost, such that a bacterium that can tolerate high 52 drug concentrations grows slowly in drug-free conditions. While such tradeoffs are not universal, 
Results
105
Mathematical model of tradeoff-induced fitness landscapes 106 The chief goal of this paper is to develop and explore a mathematical framework to study tradeoff-107 induced fitness landscapes. We consider a total of mutations, each of which increases antibiotic 108 resistance. A fitness landscape is a real-valued function defined on the set of 2 genotypes made 109 up of all combinations of these mutations. A genotype can be represented by a binary string of 110 length , where a 1 (0) at each position represents the presence (absence) of a specific mutation.
111
Alternatively, any genotype is uniquely identified as a subset of the mutations (the wild type is the 112 null subset, i.e the subset with no mutations).
113
In this paper, unless mentioned otherwise, we define the fitness as the exponential growth 114 rate of a microbial population. The fitness is a function of antibiotic concentration. This function has 115 two parameters -the growth rate at zero concentration, which we refer to as the null-fitness and 116 denote by , and a measure of resistance such as IC 50 which we denote by . Each single mutation is 117 described by the pair ( , ), where and are the null-fitness and resistance values respectively 118 of the th single mutant. We further rescale our units such that for the wild type, = 1 and = 1. We 119 consider mutations that come with a fitness-resistance tradeoff, i.e a single mutant has an increased 120 resistance ( > 1) and a reduced null-fitness ( < 1) compared to the wild type. To proceed we 121 need to specify two things: (i) how the and values of the combinatorial mutants depend on 122 those of the individual mutations, (ii) how the fitness of the wild type and the mutants depend on 123 antibiotic concentration, and in particular if this dependence exhibits a pattern common to various 124 mutant strains. To address these issues we take guidance from two empirical observations. / null-fitness   00000  01000  00010  10000  00001  00100  10010  11000  10001  01001  00011  01100 01010 10100
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Figure 2. Dose-response curves for E. coli in the presence of ciprofloxacin. Each binary string corresponds to a strain, where the presence (absence) of a specific mutation in the strain is indicated by a 1(0). The five mutations in order from left to right are S83L (gyrA), D87N (gyrA), S80I (parC), ΔmarR, and ΔacrR. The names of the strains are given in Table 1 strain, = ∕ 50 , and the growth rate by the null-fitness (0), the curves collapse to a single curve 141 that can be approximated by the Hill function (1 + 4 ) −1 ( Figure 2B ). The precise shape of the curve 142 is not important for further analysis. However, the data collapse suggests that we can assume that 143 the dose-response curve of a mutant with (relative) null-fitness and (relative) resistance is
i.e it has the same shape as the wild-type curve except for a rescaling of the fitness and con- tration. Next we analyze the properties of mutational pathways leading to highly fit genotypes.
191
Intersection of curves and changing landscapes 192 We start with a simple example of = 2 mutations and a Hill-shaped dose-response curve ( ) = Figure 3A ) is the reverse of the original rank order at = 0. peaks with mutations as shown in Figure 4A . 233 As another indicator of ruggedness, we consider the number of backgrounds in which a mutation 234 is beneficial as a function of . At = 0, any mutation is deleterious in all backgrounds, whereas at 235 very large it is beneficial in all backgrounds. Therefore there is no sign epistasis in either case.
236
Sign epistasis is maximized when a mutation is beneficial in exactly 1∕2 of all backgrounds. at which a mutation is beneficial in 1∕2 the backgrounds is given by log ≃ ⟨log ⟩, which is 246 the same concentration at which the largest number of fitness peaks were found in given by log ≃ 2 ⟨log ⟩. 
298
The proof is given in Materials and Methods. Three particularly important consequences are 299
• Any fitness peak is accessible from all its subset and superset genotypes.
300
• Any fitness peak is accessible from the wild type. This is because the wild type is a subset 301 of every genotype.
302
• For the same reason, when the wild type is a fitness peak, it is accessible from every genotype, 303 and is therefore also the only fitness peak in the landscape. The same holds for the all-mutant, 304 which is a superset of every genotype.
305
These properties are illustrated by the fitness graph in Figure 6 . We assume that the landscape has with some of the arrows. Moreover, other genotypes, which are neither supersets nor subsets, may 317 also access these fitness peaks through paths that incorporate some of the undirected edges. be many peaks in the fitness landscape, and it is not guaranteed that evolution will reach the fittest 354 genotype. One can ask for the probability that the fittest genotype is actually accessed under the 355 evolutionary dynamics, which we call its reachability. We assume that the dynamics is in the strong to hold approximately when there is a small degree of epistasis (positive or negative) in and , but 465 we do not explore that question quantitatively in this paper. 466 We conclude with some possible directions for future work. Our model provides a principled 10g NaCl per litre). The pH was adjusted to 7.2 with NaOH,and autoclaved at 121°C for 20 min.
501
Ciprofloxacin (CIP) solutions were prepared from a frozen stock (10mg/ml ciprofloxacin hydrochlo-502 ride, pharmaceutical grade, AppliChem, Darmstadt, in sterile, ultra-pure water) by diluting into LB 503 to achieve the desired concentrations. to rows A-D, 10 4 dilution to rows E-H). We used one strain per plate and up to 4 plates per strain 518 (typically 1-2). After adding the suspension of bacteria to each well, the plates were immediately 519 sealed with a transparent film to prevent evaporation, and put into a stacker (37°C, no shaking), 520 from which they would be periodically fed into the FLUOstar Optima plate reader (37°C, orbital   521 shaking at 200rpm for 10s prior to OD measurement). We then used the time shift methods to 522 obtain exponential growth rates for each strain and different concentrations of CIP, see Ojkic et al.
523
(2019) for further details.
524
Mathematical Methods
525
Rank orders and fitness graphs 526 The total number of possible rank rank orders with mutations is 2 !, which is 24 for = 2. Not all 527 these rank orders, however, can be realized as one scans through . Since any two curves intersect 528 at most once, the maximum number of distinct rank orders that can be reached is the rank order at 529 = 0 plus the total number of possible intersections, which is It is also instructive to determine the number of fitness graphs that can be found by varying for 533 a system with mutations. This can be computed as follows: At = 0 every mutation is deleterious, 534 and every mutational neighbor with one less mutation is fitter; but due to the tradeoff condition, at 535 sufficiently large every mutation is beneficial and any mutational neighbor with one less mutation 536 is less fit. In order for this reversal of fitness order to happen, the dose-response curves of any two 537 mutational neighbors must intersect at some . Therefore, the number of fitness graphs generated 538 is equal to the number of distinct pairs of mutational neighbors, which is 2 −1 , and the number of show that for the commonly observed cases, the curves ( ) and ′ ( ′ ) intersect at most once. The property also holds for any concave dose-response curve with ′′ ( ) < 0. 
This equation tells us that whenever the double mutant is fitter than one of the single mutants, the 571 wild type must be less fit than the other single mutant. Consequently, when the double mutant is 572 fitter than both the single mutants, the WT must be less fit than both the single mutants. In other 573 words, the number of single mutants fitter than the wild type cannot be less than the number of 574 single mutants less fit than the double mutant. This is the ordering condition given in the main text. Firstly, we notice that the case = is trivial, since is of accessible from itself. For the case of 587 supersets, our base case is = + 1, and the assertion above holds because is a local fitness peak, 588 and therefore accessible from all its supersets with + 1 mutations, which are of course accessible 589 from themselves. 
616
In the limit of large system size , many properties emerge that are independent of the details of 617 the system. In practice, even relatively small system sizes are often approximated well by results 618 obtained in the asymptotic limit.
619
The mean number of peaks with mutations in the tradeoff-induced landscapes is
where is the total number of genotypes with mutations, and ( ) is the probability that 621 a genotype with mutations is a fitness maximum at antibiotic concentration . Then the total 622 number of peaks at is ∑ ( ). Let the resistance of a genotype be = ∏
=1
, and likewise its 623 null-fitness be = ∏
. The genotype is a local fitness maximum if it is fitter than all its subsets 624 with − 1 mutations and all its supersets with + 1 mutations.
625
To find the concentration at which the curves of and its neighboring genotypes intersect, we 626 start with the simplest case of the dose-response curves of the wild type and a single mutant ( , ).
627
These curves intersect at the solution * ( , ) of ( ) = , which is a decreasing function of + 1 mutations that contains the additional mutation ( , ) occurs at
for all and with 1 ≤ < and < ≤ . Alternatively, 635 log − log * ( , ) > log − log > − log * ( , ).
Let us consider the regime where , ≫ 1. Then log ∼ ⟨log ⟩; if log is smaller than ( ) ,   636 it is clear that the second inequality is almost certainly satisfied whereas the probability of the 637 first inequality is vanishingly small. Both the probabilities are finite if log ∼ ⟨log ⟩. Thus the 638 probability of being a fitness peak is maximized when log = log( ) + , where ∼ (1) and 639 depends on the details of the distribution ( , ). Thus the mean number of fitness peaks with 640 mutations is maximal at max ( ) where to leading order log max ( ) ∼ ⟨log ⟩, independent of any 641 further details of the system.
642
The total number of genotypes with mutations is , and log ≃ ( ), where = , and 643 ( ) = − log + (1 − ) log(1 − ) .
The mean number of fitness maxima can be found by multiplying this with . One may expect 644 to be exponentially small in , since a total of inequalities (as indicated in (6)) need to be satisfied. 
The conditional distribution ( | ) is a shifted gamma distribution. The shift ensures that the curves 654 of a background genotype and a mutant intersect.
655
Sign epistasis in the limit of large and
656
Sign epistasis with respect to a certain mutation occurs when the mutation is beneficial in one 657 background but deleterious in another. To understand sign epistasis, we ask for the number of 658 backgrounds in which a mutation is beneficial at concentration . If one considers only those 659 backgrounds that have mutations, then would depend both on and .
660
In a statistical ensemble of landscapes, one may compute the probability that a mutation 661 is beneficial in a background with mutations, and of course ⟨ ⟩ = . In the limit of large 662 and , exhibits some universal properties to leading order. When log > ⟨log ⟩, we are in the 663 regime of high concentration relative to , and we expect a mutation to be beneficial. We find that 664 to leading order ( , ) = 1, with corrections that are exponentially small in . When log < ⟨log ⟩, 
Define = log and = , and = − log * ( , ). Then the above inequality becomes 
The mean number of backgrounds with mutations in which a mutation is beneficial is ( , ) = 
where ( ) is defined in (7). Therefore 684 log ≃ ( )
to leading order. This implies that is reduced by a factor that is exponentially small in compared to (15)), and 691 therefore the fraction of backgrounds in which a mutation is beneficial is very small.
692
Finally, when ⟨ ⟩ = 0, i.e = ⟨ ⟩, ( ) is centered at the origin and decays over a width (1∕ √ ). 
